
After sanitizing is completed turn off water hose at source.

Disconnect AQUAKLOR unit from hose allowing it to drain over gutter 
or drain area or mix with gallon of water to make sanitizing solution.
NOTE: Once disconnected from hose the discharging solution is 
highly concentrated. AVOID contact with skin or clothing.

Wash down area where AQUAKLOR was drained. Failing to do this 
may leave calcium deposits on the floor

Once properly drained set the AQUAKLOR 
unit in a cool, dry storage area and out of 
reach of children.

NOTE: Ensure valve is in open position 
while tilting AQUAKLOR Sanitizer back 
(1) 90° and then tilt forward (2) 90° until 
completely drained.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

DRAINING 
INSTRUCTIONS

CAUTION: DRAIN AFTER EACH USE
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REMEMBER TO PICK UP LOOSE ORGANIC MATTER AND RINSE WITH 
FRESH WATER BEFORE BEGINNING CLEANUP!

No maintenance is normally required, however, if dirty or excessively 
mineralized water is used it may be necessary to clean the inside of the 

sanitizer with white vinegar once monthly.  Chlorine naturally precipitates 
contaminants in the water. Hydroseal and hosewashers may need to be 

replaced periodically. See parts list for replacements.
It is strongly recommended that the water pressure inside the AQUAKLOR unit not 

exceed 70 psi.

Place the AQUAKLOR Jacketed Caplet into Caplet Container.
DO NOT REMOVE PLASTIC JACKET FROM CAPLET. The jacket is there to 
protect the operator from touching the chlorine and is integral 
to the operation of the unit.

Hand tighten Caplet Container to the AQUAKLOR body, being 
sure O-ring is properly in place. Tighten until snug only.

Connect quick connect to hose.

Quick connect AQUAKLOR unit to hose. Make sure all fittings are 
secure.

Turn water on at water source and check AQUAKLOR unit for 
leaks.

Turn AQUAKLOR valve located on AQUAKLOR Sanitizer and 
check for leaks.

Begin to apply AQUAKLOR to target area. The nozzle is 
adjustable to control spray pattern, from focused jet of water to 
a dispersed spray pattern.

Ensure Caplet 
containers are 

drained of water 
after use.

AQUAKLOR 
VALVE SPRAYER


